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FOREWORD

Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. (CAL), Buffalo, New York,

performed the research reported herein for Air Programs, Naval Applications

Group, Office of Naval Research, Washington, D. C. 20360, under ONR

Contract Nonr 3691(00). Dr. P. Crimi of CAL conducted the study, with

assistance from Mr. W. G. Brady. Mr. Harvey Selib was responsible

for the preparation of the digital machine program. The program was under

the supervision of Mr. F. DuWaldt who prepared this summary report.

The work was performed from February 1965 through May 1966
and is a continuation of the work described in CAL Report BB-1665-S-2,

"Representation of Propeller Wakes by Systems of Finite Core Vortices",

by W. G. Brady and P. Crimi, issued under ONR Contract Nonr 3691(00),

February 1965 (DDC No. 612007). As an outgrowth of this research, a

companion study on rotor flow iields (in the absence of a ground effect) was

performed for the U. S, Army Ballistic Research Laboratories (Contract

No. DA 30-069-AMC-645(R)) by Dr. P. Crimi and Mr. A. Sowyrda and

published in two volumes:

1. Crimi, P. Theoretical Prediction of the Flow in the

Wake of a Helicopter Rotor Part I - Development of

Theory and Results of Computations CAL Report

No. BB-1994-S-l September 1965

2. Crimi, P. Theoretical Prediction of the Flow in the

Wake of a Helicopt-- Rotor Part 2 - Formulation and

Application of the Rotor-Wake Flow Computer Program

CAL Report No. BB-1994-S-2 September 1965
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The analyses reported herein (in which the effect of ground proximity is

included) are similar to those used in the companion study since both stem

from the model developed by W. G. Brady, P. Crimi, and A. Sowyrda

under ONR Contract Nonr 3691(00).
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ABSTRACT

This is a summary report that presents the development of a wake

model for a lifting propeller (rotor) in ground effect and the computational

procedure used to determine the spacial distribution of wake vorticity and

the induced velocity field accompanying that vorticity distribution.

Sample calculations for a two-bladed rotor were carried out on an

IBM 7044 computer. Locations of wake vortical elements and the associated

induced velocities at selected field points are presented for advance ratiosH
of 0, 0.02, 0.05, and 0. 10 for an _ (ratio of rotor height above ground tc

H
rotor radius) of 1.0. Also, a few results for a hovering case with = 0.5

are presented. A calculated root-mean-square velocity map is compared

w ith measured hovering data (time averaged) and good agreement is cbtained

in the outer half of thp slipstream. The implications of computed results

with respect to the flo- fiald at a horizontal stabilizer or tail rotor are noted

as examples of the use of the model.

The wake vortex model used for these calculations is a distorted

continuous helix emanating from each blade tip. For purposes of numerical

calculation of mutual vortex interference effects, the continuous vor+tx is

approximated by short straight-line filaments. For purposes of numerical

calculation of self-induced effects (that is, the effect of an element on itself),

the local element curvature and the core diameter are estimated. The

Fortran statements of the computer program are presented in the Appendix.

v BB-1665-S-3
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SYMBOLS j

ratio of vortex core radius to rotor radius,

AiR ratio of height of rotor hub above ground to rotor radius

A18 number of rotor blades I
/0 air density

designation for i" h wake reference point 7
R rotor radius

6e radius of curvature of a vortex tube

r position vector of a point in the flow

Ae incremental time

V51 self-induced velocity of a vortex element

(Vy, V, V) components of fluid velocity in the directions of Z,y and

respectively, nondimensionalized by Af2R
(v,-, V V time averages of V V, and V respectively

_f free-stream velocity

V local fluid velocity

Vr time average of the radial velocity

induced downwash

time average of Ll-'

momentum value for the time average of V"

$1 aircraft weight

(Y-, ;) rectilinear coordinates with origin in the tip-path plane,

nondimensionalized by R
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Cer inclination of the free stream to the tip-path plane

r circulation

j blade loading parameter; A = -W/(f7TA/ 8 pfl2 ")

advance ratio; /. = _V1/('IJ?)

I rotor azimuth angle

]_12 rotor angular speed

magnitude of distributed trailing vorticity in a wing wake
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INTRODUCTION

Position and structure of the vortical wake of a propeller (rotor)

are important considerations in many practical problems. Among these

are (I) calculatlun of rotor aerodynamics for the purpose of estimating

performance, blade dynamic response, and stability and control derivatives;

(2) prediction of the flow field in which auxiliary devices operate; (3) esti-

mation of rotor-induced loads on aircraft structures other than the rotor;

(4) estimation of the potential for entrainment and transport of ground debris

or water droplets; and (5) correction of wind-tunnel data for wall effects.

When an actuator is in an axial-flight conditioa and the free-stream velocity

is large compared to Ce wake-induced velocities, approximate techniques

can be used in analyzing the effect of the wake structure relative to the

various problem areas indicated above. However, when an actuator is in

slow speed fligit and/or is highly yawed, the wake structure becomes an

important influence. Of particular importance in this latter category are

the flow fields associated with VTOL aircraft in the near-hovering condition

when the actuator axis is approximately perpendicular to a nearby ground

plane. It is to this problem that the current research was directed.

Mathematical description of the flow field for a rotor is made diffi-

cult by the interdependence of the solution and the wake position -- that is,

the boundary condition is known but the location of the boundary is not known.

This situation is characteristic of problems that can be generally classified as

"free-boundary problems". The method of solution that can sometimes be

used on this class of problems is to guess the position of the boundary,

compute the solution, and determine if the computed solution is consistent

with the assumed boundary location. This approach is based on the use of

space coordinates as independent variables and the computation is cast as

some sort of feedback scheme in which the differences between the assumed

boundary location and the resulting solution are used to determine a new

I BB-1665-S-3



estimated boundary position. The technique involved in the current studies

is slightly different. Advantage is taken of the azimuthal periodicity of the

rotor position and the independent variable is chosen .o be time (or azimuthal

angle of a reference blade). The point of view, then, is that "new" elements

of wake vorticity are generated as the blading rotates and translates. These

elements are convected with velocities determined by their self-induced

velocities as well as velocities induced by the existing wake structure, the

bound vorticity of the blade, and the image vortices introduced to satisfy the

ground-plane boundary condition. It is reasonable to assume that, eventually,

a stabilized periodic wake array would be obtained since the condition of a

fixed periodic blade loading was imposed. This is, however, not always the

case -- this situation will be pointed out in the discussion of the sample cal-

culations. It is believed that the lack of perfect periodicity in the solutions

is a result of the truncation of the wake extent; but the possibility of a compu-

tational -- or even physical -- instability for some cases cannot be completely

discounted.

Initial effort in this research task was devoted to the special case

of actuators hovering near a ground plane (Reference 1). The wake structure

was assumed to be representable by discrete concentric planar vortex rings

of finite core diameter. Image rings were used to enforce the ground-plane

boundary condition. This model subsequently has been used in the estimation

of slipstream envelopes for propellers at zero advance ratio (Reference 2).

Vortex rings were useful devices in analyzing hovering cases

because the requirement for axial symmetry gave assurance that the rings

would remain planar. In the presence of a free-stream velocity having a

component parallel to the actuator plane, however, the axial symmetry

disappears and the advantage of the ring representation is lost. Therefore,

the continuous distorted helix (recommended in Reference 1) was selected as

the model for the current effort. Again, the ground-plane boundary condition

was enforced by the influence of an image wake.

Z BB-1665-S-3
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A recently completed study (References 3 and 4) has shown that

I the distorted helix model yields time-averaged velocities that agree well

with measurements made in and about a helicopter rotor wake (in the absence

of an appreciable ground effect). No check could be made of the ability of

i the model to represent the time variations of the velocities because measure-

ments are not available.

The digital machine computing program is based on the assumption

that the rotor is in steady level flight (or hovering) with specified tip-path-

plane angle. Shaft rotational speed, rotor force, initial vortex core diamr-

eter, number of blades and the ratio of rotor radius to height above the

ground are also inputs. Information relative to the computing program is

given in the Appendix.

3 BB-1665-S-3
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GENFSIS OF THE IDEALIZED MODEL

A detailed analysis of a propeller or rotor flow field in general

form would be prohibitively expensive in terms of man-power required

and computing costs. It is necessary, therefore, to idealize the physical

situation in order to reduce the mathematical complexity. Ultimate justi-

fication for the validity of the simplifications introduced rests upon the

comparison of the essential quantities with experimental observables or

comparison with a more representative analytical model.

The fluid velocities depend primarily upon the effects of the rotor

blades, their wake, and the ground boundary proximity. The effects are, of

course, interrelated but, for purposes of discussion, will be considered

separately.

Rotor or propeller blades may be regarded as high-aspect-ratio

wings in a harmonically varying stream. The actuator lift must be approxi-

mately equal to the weight of the aircraft. Therefore, the circulation about

a given blade must be a harmonic function of azimuth. The radial variation

of circulation depends on blade twist, planform, and the influence of the

wake. Nonetheless, results of theoretical computations of harmonic air

loads and measurements (Reference 5) indicate that the radial variation

of circulation is approximately elliptical.

The wake of each blade is a thin sheet of vortical fluid. When the

rotor is translating, the vorticity in the sheet has two components (shed

vortices initially parallel to the spanwise direction and trailing vortices

initially parallel to the chordwise direction). Flow visualization studies

indicate that the sheet rolls up within a few chord lengths of the blade to

form a single concentrated vortex trailing from near the tip of the blade

(see, for example, Reference 6). Theoreticall/, a similar vortex should

arise from the vicinity of the blade root. However, published smoke pictures

4 BB-1665-S-3



as well as an analytical treatment of the wake of a hovering rotor lead to

the tentative conclusion (Reference 1) that the root vortex is rapidly con-

vected away from the rotor and/or dissipated.

The effect of the ground can be accounted for by the introduction of

an image vortex for every element of the vorticity in the fluid. In this way,

the ground boundary condition (the vanishing of the normal velocity com-

ponent) is satisfied.

The above observations lead to the idealized model used for compu-

tational purposes. The fluid is considered to be inviscid and incompressible.

First, the rotor blades are replaced by radial line vortices whose

strengths vary once per revolution ( /-2,usinV) Blade-induced effects

will be reasonably reproduced except in the immediate vicinity of the blades.

The neglect of higher harmonic variations of blade circulation is not expected

to be important in comparison with the wake effects for field points not too

close to the blading. As a consequence of this representation, the blade

loading can be regarded as a known quantity.

Second, the wake is idealized as individual free vortices, one trailing

from the tip of each blade. The circulation of each tip vortex varies in accord-

ance with the (known) azimuthal variation of the blade circulation. The trailing

vortices are assumed to have circular cross sections for purposes of the

computation of the self-induced velocity. The effects of shed vortices and

trailing root vortices (required by Kelvin's theorem) have been neglected as

noted above.

Corresponding to each blade bound vortex and each wake vortex

element, there is an image vortex below the ground plane.

Formulation of the digital model for the flow corresponding to the

simplified model can be accomplished in a straightforward manner. A

coordinate system fixed in the tip path plane is introduced (see Figure 1).

5 BB-1665-S-3
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The vector _Vr in Figure 1 is the free-stream velocity (the negative of the

translational velocity of the aircraft), inclined at an angle ar to the Z -axis
and parallel to the x-; plane. The angle V1 denotes the azimuth position of

the reference blade, and r is the vector positioning a given point with re--p

spect to the origin.

The fluid velocity at a given point located by the vector r,, may

be expressed in the form

-/ F(r)rxdr (I)

where r,--_fp-r and P is the circulation about the vortex element at r .

The line integral is to be taken over all vortices in the flow ana the image

system -- which paths are collectively denoted by Cv . It is necessary to

modify this expression when _r Ef and this point is discussed later. The

circulation, /, about the blade vortices is estimated directly in terms of

flight parameters. The circulation about a wake vortex at a given point is

simply that value assigned to the blade vortex when it was generating that

segment of wake.

The only information lacking for the complete specification of the

flow at a given instant, then, is the location of the wake vortices at that

instant. The position of a given point on a wake vortex located by the

vector r is the time integral of the velocity experienced by that fluid

particle

t
0) :_r.v (2)

7 BB-1665-S-3
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Thus, even after being simplified, the flow can only be obtainea as the

solution of the nonlinear integral equation formed by the substitution of

Equation (1) into Equation (2). A direct analytical solution is not feasible

but the problem is amenable to solution by numerical methods using a high-

speed digital computer. The manner in which the formulations of Equations

(1) and (2) were implemented for digital computation is discussed in the

following section.

8 BB-1665-S-3
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DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTATION MODEL

The idealized continuous model deduced in the previous section

is replaced by a sectioned model having locally constant characteristics.

Consistent with this replacement is the representation of integrals by sums.

This same technique was used in Reference 3 and the following discussion

follows closely that given in Reference 3.

Wake Positioning and Displacement

For purposes of numerical analysis, a series of points is marked

off on each wake vortex, as shown schematically in Figure 2.

t/

Pz 4 c

PP

P 1

Figure 2 WAKE REFERENCE POINT IDENTIFICATION
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Points are placed sufficiently close together so that, for purposes of

computation of wake-induced velocities, the segment (i) of wake between

points Pi and P, may be considered to be a rectilinear vortex having con-

stant circulation along its length. The wake spacial configuration at any

instant is then defined by the locations of the end points.

Computations are initiated by specifying that each of the wake

vortices lies on a prescribed curve. Generally, the curve is chosen to

be a skewed helix with pitch and skew selected from simple momentum

considerations. The numerical analogues to Equations (1) and (2) are

then performed by first summing the velocity contributions of all vortex

elements in the flow at each reference point (Equation (I)), and then con-

vecting each point at the computed velocity for a time interval At (Equation

(2)). The time interval At is chosen to correspond to a small finite change

in the azimuth position, A P , of the blades

At (3)

where n is rotor angular speed. Once the new coordinates of each reference

point are computed, the azimuth of the blade vortices is increased by LAL and

the velocity computation is performed again. As the blade vortices are re-

positioned, a wake vortex element is added to the flow at the tip of each blade

vortex, the added vortex having a length of approximately RAl', where Ris

rotor radius. A corresponding element is dropped from the computations at

the downstream end of each wake vortex, so the program is not encumbered

by a wake of ever-increasing size. The computations are continued in this

manner for a specified time and the results are inspected. If a neally peri-

odic solution is established in the space volume of interest, the calculation

is terminated.

10 BB-1V65-S-3



The total number of wake vortices taken into account and the

magnitude of LIP determine the accuracy of the flow representation at a

given point. It is judged that, for a two-bladed rotor, a value for 6W' of

thirty degrees is sufficiently small to furnish an acceptable estimate of

the time variations of the flow consistent with the other approximations

introduced. The number of wake elements considered depends on the

region of interest and the forward speed. If the flow "near" the rotor

plane is desired, then the wake generated by only a few revolutions of

the rotor is needed. It has been found, for example, that with an advance

ratio, /,z, of about 0. 25 just two revolutions of wake sufficiently define the

flow near the rotor plane in the absence of a ground plane (Reference 3).

At lower advance ratios, the free stream does not clear the wake from

under the rotor as rapidly so more wake must be retained.

Computation of Velocity Induced by Wake and Blades

The velocity induced at an arbitrary point P by the vortices repre-

senting the wake and blades is simply the sum of the effects of an array of

rectilinear vortex segments. If V . denotes the velocity induced at P by

the element between points Pi and Pi.,, it is found from Equation (I) that

V - (cO5 e '-co5 ,) (4)
I'J 4rh

where li is the strength of the element and , l and h are defined in

Figure 3. The velocity is directed normal to the plane containing P,

and P.

As the field point P is made to approach any point on the line

joining P and P in Figure 3, the induced velocity increases without

11 BB-1665-S-3
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h

19

WAKE VORTEX ELEMENT ()

Figure 3 GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS DEFINING THE FLOW
INDUCED BY A RECTILINEAR VORTEX ELEMENT

limit because h tends to zero (Equatlion 4); the velocity becomes indeter-

minate for h = 0. The possibility that this situation will arise at an arbi-

trarily chosen field point is remote. Conversely, precisely this situation

arises in the evaluation of the transport velocities of the ends of each of the

wake vorticity elements -- that is, at points Pi and in Figure 3. Now

the singular behavior can be considered to have been introduced as a result

of a limiting process in which a vortex element having a finite core diameter

retained its strength (circulation) as the core diameter was allowed to ap-

proach zero, Evidently, this limiting process is not an admissible operation

when the self-induced -elocity of a vortex is sought. Therefore, for purposes

of computing wake-induced flow at a given wake reference point -- i. e. , a

vortex joining point -- the effect of the two wake elements adjacent to that

12 BB-1665-S-3
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point must be analyzed by taking core size into account (if a point lies outside

the core substance of a vortex, the formula for induced velocity is the same

as for a vortex with infitesimal core size; i. e. , Equation (4)). The self-

induced velocities also depend directly on the curvature of (the centerline

of) the vortex tube at the point in question. An approximation to the actual

cur'vature is obtained by assuming that the two elements whose effects at

point P. are to be computed lie on the circular arc which passes through

points -, , P and as shown in Figure 4. Then it is assumed that

the two vortex segments have circular cores of rotational fluid of radii k"-
and Lii, respectively. Further, the approximation is made that the vorticity

within the core is tangent to the arc of the tube and of a magnitude which

varies linearly with distance from the center of the arc. The assumptions

of a linear variation of vorticity and local tangency would seem to be

admissible approximations and consistent with the prior assumptions

such as the neglect of shed vorticity effects. The self-induced velocity .,

at point P.- -- i. e. , the contributions of the elements adjacent to P -- may

now be written in integral form by summing the effects of circular-arc

vortex filaments of differential corss section. If it is also assumed that the

core radii are much less than the radius of curvature 0, the integrand may

be simplified and the integral evaluated. It is then found that

vs. 8V 6etan

(- a n1

where Oi-I and are defined in Figure 4. The self-induced velocity is

directed normal to the plane of the arc of the tube. The approximate core

radius of a given element may be assigned on a rotational basis using energy

considerations, as discussed later.
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Figure 4 GEOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS DEFINING THE SELF-INDUCED
VELOCITY AT WAKE POINT P

Determination of System Parameters

The inputs to the calculation were nondimensionalized for purposes

of coding, with lengths made dimensionless by rotor radius, R?, and velocities

by rotor tip speed, .O-R. The flight conditions of the aircraft being repre-

sented relate to the computer program through the following dimensionless

parameters: advance ratio ,t -p , nondimensionalized blade vortex cir-

culation - , tip-path-plane angle, %r, and the ratio of wake-vortex core

14 BB-1665-S-3
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I radius to rotor radius, 2. The quantities which determine ,Iz. are, of course,

generally available. Estimation of the other parameters is accomplished in

the manner discussed below.

Radial Maximum of Blade Vortex Strength, fm (s)

The circulation about a translating and rotating rotor blade at a

given azimuth position 01 is actually varying in the radial direction (more

or less elliptically). It was felt, though, that a sufficient approximation

to blade-induced effects would be obtained by making the circulation constant

spanwise and of a magnitude equal to the maximum attained on the actual

blade. It might be supposed that blade-induced effects would then be some-

what exaggerated but comparisons of computed and measured flows indicate

that the error introduced in the root-mean-square velocity estimate is not

large enough to be discernable (See Reference 3). The error introduced in

the local velocity very near the blade would, however, be expected to be

relatively large.

If the circulation is assumed to vary elliptically in the spanwise

direction and the advance ratio is in the normal helicopter range, the maxi-

mum circulation, Frm , about a blade is approximated by (neglecting root

effects and making small-angle approximations where appropriate),

L, (V) - 2,, sz ,V)p 8('(-2sV)(6)

where L8 is the total lift acting on the blade andlo is the air density. Then,

assuming that the total lift acting on the rotor is constant and equal to the

gross weight Ws/ of the aircraft, it follows that

.'R - 277 1- -2 1.zs5n ) (7)7 (7)
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where A is a blade loading parameter, defined by

44 W

with bS denoting the number of blades on the rotor.

Inclination of the Tip Path Plane, ar

The tip-path-plane angle is a complicated function of flight con-

ditions, rotor dynamics and blade pitch settings. Various methods are

available for computing this angle (see, for example, Reference 7), but

their use requires iterative or graphical procedures and the values of

parameters which are generally not well defined.

Reasonable values for 0ar have been obtained without resorting

to elaborate methods by assuming the rotor resultant force to be normal

to the tip-path-plane and equating the horizontal component to the fuselage

drag.

2C f Z (8)

where CO is the fuselage drag coefficient, defined as the ratio of fuselage71"

drag to /O 9 . Equation (8) was obtained by neglecting rotor in-plane

drag and fuselage lift. The angle cor, if assumed to be small, must then be

simply the ratio of fuselage drag to rotor thrust (aircraft weight). It was

noted in Reference 3 that values for Ocrobtained from Equation (8) were

found to be within 20 to 30 percent of measured values for a UH-IA heli-

copter (Reference 8) using a value for C,0 of 0. 014 (Reference 9).

Wake-Vortex Core Radius, ,

The nondimensionalized core radius of each vortex element must

be specified as it is generated by a blade vortex. This core size should

correspond to that of the tip vortex formed in the physical flow when the

wake rolls up.
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In order to obtain an estimate of the core size, three major

simplifying assumptions have been made. First, all vorticity in the flow

except that contained in the wake under analysis has been neglected. The

justification uses the fact that, some distance from the wake, the flow

before and after roll-up is effectively the same. Second, it is assumed

that the wake may be considered as though it were generated by a wing

of the same geometry as tae blade in steady translational flight. That is,

the tip and root vortices of a rotor blade are assumed to have the same

core size as the tip vortices generated by a wing of the same aspect ratio

in steady translational flight, and having the same loading as the blade had

when it generated the segment of wake being analyzed. Third, it is assumed

that the roll-up of the wake of a wing in steady translational flight can be

treated as an unsteady two-dimensional problem rather than a steady three-

aimensional one. The only justification (other than intuitive argument) for

the latter two assumptions is that they do yield results which appear to be

realistic.

Consider, then, a wing of large aspect ratio in steady translational

flight, as shown in Figure 5. If / denotes the circulation about the wing, then

at some position in the wake upstream of the point where roll-up begins

(View A-A, Figure 5), the circulation per unit length y(y)is given by

f(q) - cv (9)

where W(y) is the magnitude of the vorticity in the wake and h(y) is the thick-

ness of the wake sheet. Given the loading on the wing -- i. e. , on the rotor

blade at some azimuth -- (([)may then be specified through Equation (9).

The net effect of the blade root vortices is neglected in the rotor calcu-

lations for reasons given previously on page 4.

17 BB-1665-S-3
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Figure 5 REPRESENTATION OF THE WAKE BEFORE ROLL-UP
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Note that Y= 0 at some point, say q0 , where P is a maximum. Also, since

P(- b) = P/'b) = 0, -b corresponding to blade root and b to blade tip, it follows

that b

where /, denotes the maximum value of /'(y). Replacing variation in x in

the Wvake by variation in time in a plane parallel to the y-2- plane and fixed

in the wake'; the sheet oi vorticity would be observed to roll up into a pair

of vortices whose cores consist of the rotational fluid wriich was cor 3ined

in the sheet.

This process will be assumed, in what follows, to be two dimen-

sional. That is, the flow in the wake-fixed plane is taken to be the same

as though the wake were extended to positive and negative infinity in the

%-direction, and that in each plane parallel to that plane the flows are

identical; or taken still another way, it is assumed that derivatives with

respect to z are small in comparison to changes in V or j, insofar as roll-up

is concerned.

If the cores of the vortices formed by the roll-up are assumed to

be of circular section and of approximately uniform vorticity, and if it is

further assumed that Wis constant in the sheet before roll-up (except at Y.,

where it changes sign), it follows that the core radii of the two vortices will

be equal. Further, because the moment of impulse of the flow is conserved,

the vortices locate on the y-axis with their respective position y = and

.= q given by

(10)

Y1O
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The situation after roll-up is as shown in Figure 6.

y !

Figure 6 REPRESENTATION OF THE WAKE AFTER ROLL-UP

If viscous effects are neglected, the kinetic energy of the flow per

unit depth, T, must be conserved. By deriving expressions for Tfor before

and after roll-up and equating them, a relationship for core radius a may be

obtained.

From Reference 10, T is given, in general, by

where

_~ ~ ~ ( -//)n (- +( -)]Z '

The integrals are taken over the entire area where a) is not zero. If is

substituted for W in Equation (11) and h is assumed to be -nuch less than b,

the integrands can be simplified and the integrals evaluated. It is then

20 BB-1665-S-3



found that, in the limit of vanishing sheet thickness, 7-before roll-up is

given by

b-- (12)

Similarly, it is found that after roll-up,

Pn (Y ,J

so that the core radius is determined from

-b 

The result of Equation (14) may be put in a form more directly

related to blade circulation as follows. Let P be expanded in a Fourier

series according to

r ( 9) 2 0 ?
7- z (15)

k=1

where *o59--!, Then

/ dF

bsinO dO

2/,,., z k a' k coskO
7r b sin k =

Also, it is found from Equations (10) and (15) that

b bf. 1b(_)dy=-,

21 BB-1665-S-3
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If ;K and qR.L are then substituted in Equation (14) and the integrations

performed, it is found that

- (16)

where r is the radial distance from the axis of revolution to the blade root.

An indication of the order of magnitude of core radius predicted by

Equation (16) can be obtained by considering the case of an elliptic distri-

bution for F (i. e., minimum wing induced drag, and hence maximum core

radius). Supposing ro to be zero, and substituting coefficients appropriate

to the elliptic distribution (a,= V aYz'ezo),f

This value agrees with that given in Reference 11.

Some numerical computations were performed (Reference 3), util-

izing Equation (16), to determine the order of magnitude of core size pre-

dicted by this method and to provide an indication of the amount by which the

core size varies with azimuth and forward speed. Data for the computations

were generated by a blade-loads program that CAL developed for the U. S.

Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories (these results are generally in good

agreement with experimentally obtained loadings). Three flight conditions

were considered: (1) a UH-IA rotor at 105 knots forward speed, (2) a UH-IA

rotor at 30 knots forward speed, and (3) a 5-foot-diameter experimental

rotor in hovering flight. The ratio of rotor radius to vortex core radius was

calculated for four azimuth positions of the blades in each case, using a 12-

point harmonic analysis of circulation distribution. The results of the com-

putations are tabulated below,
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Ratio of Rotor Radius to Core Radius

Flight Condition = 00 10 = 900 0 = 180 0 tP = 2700

105 knots - UH-1A 24.0 13, 3 17.5 21.0

30 knots - UH-1A 18.7 15.0 14.4 24.1

Hover - 5-Foot Rotor 21.9 21. 9 21.9 21. 9I
This method of predicting vortex core radius appears to provide

a reasonable orcier of magnitude for that quantity -- from about 4. 0 to 7. 5

percent of rotor radius. Most notable is the lack of any substantial variation

in core radius either with forward speed or azimuth position. The variations

obtained may be considered small since a change of 20 or 30 percent in core

radius produces a much smaller change in self-induced velocity, with the

latter varying as the logarithm of the former. For example, with 0, changed

from 0. 05 to 0. 065, the change of the self-induced velocities would be approxi-

mately 5%.

It was, therefore, possible to incorporate a major simplification

in the digital computer progiam by assigning a representative value of 0. 05

to the ratio of core radius to rotor radius, independent of azimuth position

or flight conditions. It was verified (Reference 3) that this simplification

does not cause an appreciable error.

2
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RESULTS OF SAMPLE COMPUTATIONS

4A few exploratory calculations were made. All were done for a

two-bladed rotor. The table of conditions covered is given below.

Tip Vortex
Height-to- Tip-Path- Core Radius-

Advance Rotor Radius Plane Tilt, ILoading Number to -Rotor-
Case Ratio Ratio CtT Parameter of Blades Radius Ratio
No. 1' H/R degrees _ Ala

1 0 0.5 0 0.00506 2 5 x 10 - 5

2 0 1.0 0 0.00478 2 0.05

3 0.02 1.0 0 0.00478 2 0.05

4 0.02 1.0 0.6 0.00203 2 0.05

5 0.05 1.0 1.25 0.00203 2 0.05

6 0.10 1.0 2.50 0. 00203 2 0.05

Preliminary Remarks

The computing program used in this study allowed the choice of

100 field points at which velocities could be computed. In addition, of

course, the velocities at the end points of the vortex elements representing

the rolled-up wake vorticity were always calculated. The program is set

up in such a manner that the solution (vortex end points), after a certain

running time, can be stored on punched cards so that additional calculations

can be initiated without going through the whole starting process. For

example, in the interest of economy, it has been the practice to run the

program for a time period that corresponds to the replacement of all the

initialized wake by elements which have been free to convect in the developed

velocity field. That is, if the wake has been specified to consist of m rev-

olutions per blade, the problem is run for the time equivalent of rn revolutions.
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At this point, the computation is stopped, the selected field-point coordinates

are inserted, and the problem is restarted and run for, say, one additional

rotor revolution. In this way, the computations at the field points are made

only after an iterated wake position has been obtained. The problem can

then be restarted again with new designators for the field points so that the

velocity field appropriate for a given problem can be expanded to the extent

necessary. One might, for example, be interested in computing the velocity

distribution in the space volume to be occupied by the wing, fuzeiage, tail,

and tail rotor.

The particular problem being attacked also determines the amount

of computation required in the sense that the wake shape should be stabilized

relative to the space volume of interest. In practice, this means that calcu-

lations along the ground plane, for example, generally require a larger wake

array than the calculation of the velocity field very near the rotor plane.

The purposes of the various calculations given in Table 1 are

the following:

Case 1 - Comparison of the distorted helix model results

with those obtained from the vortex ring model

for hovering flight (Reference 1).

Case 2 - Provides a comparison of calculated results

with experimental data (time-averaged

velocities).

Case 31 Provide an illustration of the effects of a
Case 41 change in actuator loading.

Case 41 Show the effects of advance ratio (including the
Case 56J effect of the estimated trim tip-path-plane angle).
Case 66

Z5 BB-1665-S-3



Most of the results are presented in terms of nondimensional

space coordinates and velocities. In those cases where the interpretation

is most easily made in dimensional quantities, a tip speed of 690 ft/sec.

was used in converting to the dimensional velocities.

Comparison of Distorted-Helix Solution with Vortex-Ring Solution, H/R = 0. 5

Results obtained with the distorted-helix model are compared

with results obtained from the vortex-ring model (Reference 1) for hovering.

Averaged (in the root-mean-square sense) axial velocities halfway between the

rotor and the ground plane are shown in Figure 7 and the time-averaged radial

velocities at the ground plane are shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that chere

is reasonably good agreement between the results of the two models in terms

of the averaged quartities. In Figure 9, the time variation (in terms of the

azimuthal position of the reference blade) of the radial velocity along the

ground at various radial positions is shown. Here, differences in detail

can be noted although again it is evident that the mean velocities are approxi-

mately the same (note the broken scales for X = 0. 6 and 1. 0). The differences

in form of the velocity time histories are to be expected. As the helix moves

past a fixed point on the ground, and the blade bound vortex rotates in the

rotor plane, a relatively smooth velocity variation is obtained. The ring-

vortex solution, on the other hand, shows a discontinuous velocity distri-

bution at points in time corresponding to the impulsive addition of a ring

to the flow. The characteristic dominant frequency for both the helix and

the rings is the blade passage frequency. Radial ground velocities at Z =

0. 2, 0. 6, and 1. 0 are in phase for the ring solution because the vorticity

vectors are always contained in planes normal to the shaft axis. The

distorted-helix solution, on the other hand, contains the effects of a swirl

velocity component induced by the axial component of vorticity. The rela-

tive phasing between the velocities obtained from the ring and helix solutions

has no significance because the impulsive ring has no absolute time reference.

The ring solution in Figure 9 was phased so that new rings were arbitrarily

introduced when /9 = -/--- in the helix solution.
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At a fixed point "near" the actuator, of course, the velocity

solution corresponding to Figure 9 is very nearly periodic. The lack of

periodicity with a fundamental of one-per-revolution seen in Figure 9

probably reflects the finite extent of the wake used in the calculations and

the tendency of the vortex elements to coil at the wake termination. .. Inclu-

sion of diffusion and dissipation effects -- which should have become signif-

icant because the vorticity has existed for a time period corresponding to

roughly 60 chord lengths of blade travel per revolution -- would probably

alleviate this situation.

Comparison of Calculated Hovering Results with Experimental Data

(Time-Averaged Velocities)

It was shown in Reference 3 that the time-averaged velocity dis-

tribution alculated on the basis of the distorted-wake-helix model agreed

well with measurements made in the wake of a helicopter rotor in a tunnel

at an advance ratio of 0. 14. Measurements of wake velocity distributions

for rotors at low advance ratios in ground effect are sparse. in Figure 10,

measurements (Reference 6) for a hovering model rotor one radius above

the ground are compared with computed results. Since the measurements

were confined to the three horizontal planes and one vertical plane, indi-

cated by the dash lines in Figure 10, the experimental velocity contours

indicated are not necessarily accurate. The corresponding computed

root-mean-square velocity ratios show the same general character as the

measurements over approximately the outer half of the flow field. The

differences between the calculated and measured results incrase toward

the centerline of the rotor. It is speculated that this difference might be

due to the neglect of the blade inboard vorticity in these calculations.

Similarly, the measurements in this region should be treated with some

caution because the velocities were deduced from pressure readings and

some question arises with respect to the assignment of a meaning to a
"static pressure" reading in a confused velocity field.
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In Figure 11, the measured and calculated root-mean-square

velocity ratio profiles along a line normal to the ground at a distance one

and one-half radii from the shaft centerline are compared. Qualitative

agreement is noted except very close to the ground plane where boundary

layer effects (neglected in the calculation) could be expected to be important.

The method of measurement employed in the test (Reference 6)

precluded the possibility of determining the time variations of the velocities

under the hovering model. The calculated velocities vary with time (azimuthal

position of reference blade) and some idea of the variations can be obtained

from Figures 12 and 13. Values of the velocity components at points on a

line parallel to the x-axis and halfway between the rotor and the ground

(Figure 12) and along the ground (Figure 13) are compared. In particular,

the time-averaged values are shown compared with the values computed

when the reference blade is at v = 0 degrees and when the reference blade

is at t= 90 degrees (see Figure I for coordinate system). It is evident

from the figures that the computations indicate sizable time variations.

Effects of Actuator Loading; pt = 0. 02, H/R = 1

The calculated effect of a change in actuator loading on the geometry

ot the wake vorticity can be seen in Figure 14 where the traces of the tip

trailing rtex cores in the - plane are shown at the time when the refer-

ence blade vortex (Blade No. 1) is at ' = 0. The cores for the more highly

loaded case ( A = 0, 00478) e: 'iibit a wider separation along a trajectory

than do those for che lightly loaded case (A = 0.00203). Further, the esti-

mated trajectory is !,?;s inclined relative to the rotor for the more highly

loaded case. These differences arise, of course, from the greater induced

velocity (and the greater energy) associated with the vorticity of the more

highly loaded blades.

The small difference in tip-path-plane angles (0. 60) for the two cases is

believed to have a negligible effect.
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0
The reference blade bound vortex is located at P - 0 at the instant

shown in Figure 14. It can be seen that the last vortex generated by Blade

No. 1 is above the tip path at P= 180 -- that is, the vortex tube is passing
0

above Blade No. 2 which is at V' = 180 . It might be concluded that at some

time during the next half revolution, Blade No. 2 would cut through the vortex

tube generated by Blade No. 1. This does not, however, appear to be the

case. The tip vo-.ex from Blade No. 1 slides outboard relative to Blade

No. 2 as Blade No. 2 rotates. At the time at which the core is in the tip-

fpath-plane, it is also outboard of the blade tip and no intersection occurs.

The miss-distance is small and, therefore, no definite conclusion can be

j drawn with respect to the behavior expected of the physical system -- the

position errors introduced by the idealizations introduced are probably of

the same order as the miss-distance.

In Figures 15 and 16, the velocity time histories at two points in

the plane of symmetry and near the location that might be occupied by a

horizontal stabilizer and/or a tail rotor are compared for the two loading

cases. One of the field points (X = 1. 0, j = 0. 0, ' = -0. 25) is outside the

slipstream envelope (see Figure 14) and the velocities do not differ greatly

for the two loadings (Figure 15). Apparently the differences in spacings and

vortex strengths for the two cases introduce compensating effects. Another

interesting feature of Figure 15 is that both the X and . velocity components

experience reversals at blade-passage frequency. One could anticipate, there-

fore, that a tail plane or tail rotor would experience shaking forces and these

would be transmitted to the fuselage.

Velocity component time histories at a field point inside the slip-

stream are shown in Figure 16. This location (x = 0. 8, ey = 0. 0, = -0. 25)

might also be a candidate location for a stabilizing surface and/or a tail

rotor. The calculations indicate that the relative amplitudes of the velocity

fluctuations at this location are nearly proportional to the loading parameter,

, . The velocity component normal to the reference rotor plane, V , is, of
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A course, higher for the higher loading parameter and this velocity compo-

nent dominates in the slipstream. Again, sizable velocity fluctuations

with respect to time are indicated.

Another characteristic of the slipstream velocity is shown in

Figure 17 for the highly loaded case (A = 0. 00478). Figure 17 shows the

difference in the resultant velocities (Af.IR/Vz4.V z) that might be experi-

enced at the two tips of a stabilizing surface (Z = 0.8, y = ± 0. 15, = -0. 25).

The velocity fluctuations correspond to differential aerodynamic angles of

attack of approximately 70. Therefore, the oscillating forces would excite

fuselage bending and the oscillatory couple would tend to shake the fuselage

in torsion.

Effects of Advance Ratio

Effects of advance ratio on the slipstream shape and the velocity

components were calculated for a fixed value of 0. 00203 for the loading

parameter, A. The estimated tip-path-plane trim angle, ar, was changed

as a function of advance ratio, /.. The pairs (u, ar ) are (0. 02, 0. 60) in

Figure 18, (0. 05, 1.250) in Figure 19, and (0. 10, 2. 50) in Figure 20. These

plots will not be discussed in any detail -- they are only intended to indicate

major features of the flow fields.

Slipstream Location. Comparison of Figures 19a and 20a -- the
traces in the plane of symmetry of the vortex cores when Blade No. I is at

= 0 _- displays a slipstream "tuck-under" between /1 = 0.05 and 0.10.

Below some critical advance ratio in this range the ground effect forces

the wake vorticity to translate upstream near the wall (Figures 18a and

19a); above this advance ratio, the free-stream velocity overpowers the

ground effect and the vorticity is swept downstream. Extrapolation of

wind-tunnel data to free flight conditions (out-of-ground effect) could be

compromised severely by differences introduced by this effect -- in particular,
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at low advance ratios, the forces and moments measured in a wind tunnel

could differ significantly from those that would be experienced in the absence

of a tunnel floor.

Velocities Just Below the Tip Path Plane. Figures 18b, 19b and

19c, Z0b and 20c show the calculated time histories of the nondimensional

velocities immediately below the tip path plane (. = -0. 01) along the longi-

tudinal axis (y = 0. 0) for advance ratios of 0. 02, 0.05, and 0. 10 respectively.

The sharp peaks in the V component for I< indicate the passage of the

blade bound vortex; and the peaks are of nearly equal magnitude because of

the assumption that the blade bound vortex strength does not vary in the

radial direction. Therefore, the V values indicated should be reduced by

the ratio of the local P to the constant (maximum) value used in the calcu-

lations to obtain a more representative V radial variation, The X-compo-

nents of the velocity, vz , show sizable time variations in the vicinily of the

slipstream boundary -- a reversal in sign occurring at blade passage fre-

quency near IX I = / at/a = 0. 02 and 0.05. Interior to the slipstream

(1x I< 0.8, say), V, changes with time at fixed points are indicated to be

relatively small. The V components show the characteristic rise and

fall, at blade passage frequency, expected near the rotor plane in the in-

terior of the slipstream. Near the boundary of the slipstream, this axial

component is strongly influenced by the tip vortex as well as the bound

vortex and large time variations can occur. The sign of the mean value

changes as the slipstream boundary is crossed.

Figures 19d and 19e, 20d and 20e show the velocity ti. ,e histories

just below the rotor (i = -0. 10) along the lateral axis (% = 0.0). General

characteristics are similar to those indicated above with the V and V

velocity components interchanged with respect to the effect of the blade

bound vortex effect.

The peaks should be somewhat rounded -- the sharpness indicated is the

result of using straight lines in the plotting routine to join calculated points.
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Velocities Near Fuselage. Velocity time histories along a line

representative of a fuselage location are shown in Figures 19f and 19g

and 20f and 20g for tk= 0.05 and 0. 10. The lateral velocity component, V,

Iis seen to be relatively small. The longitudinal, V. , and axial, V non-

dimensional components are large and oscillatory. It would be expected

that these components would give rise to oscillatory fuselage forces.

Figures 19g and 20g show the change in environment experi-

* enced by a tail rotor (0. 6 x. 3, j = 0.0, = -0. 25). It is apparent that

the velocity field in the vicinity of a tail rotor is nonuniform and, conse-

quently, oscillatory tail rotor loads would exist.

Flow Near a Stabilizing Surface. Figures 19h, and 20h illustrate

the velocity variations in the regions of the tips of possible stabilizer posi-

tions (0. 6<<0. 9, y = +0. 15, = -0. 25). Figure 20h (/= 0. 10) indicates

time variations of V and V, at these locations that are significant while

Figure 19h (p. = 0.05) exhibits a much smaller nonuniformity, Sidewash

velocities, V , are small.

Velocities Along the Ground Plane. Figures 19i and 19j, and 20i

and 20j show the velocity components along the ground at the plane of sym-

metry (y = 0). The oscillatory component of V and the change of with

x decrease with increasing advance ratio in the region inspected. The V

component is small along the line on which the calculations were made and

V = 0 by imposition of the boundary condition.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The model developed provides estimates of the velocity fiel6 in

the vicinity of a rotor (propeller) operating in ground effect. In particular,

the time variations predicted appear to be reasonable -- at least over the

outer half of the slipstream and at field points outside the slipstream. Since

there are no known suitable surveys that show the time variation of velocities

in the vicinity of a rotor, it was not possible to verify this most important

aspect of the present eifort nor to test the \raldity of the many assumptions.

Briefly, these assumptions were the following:

1. Incompressible fluid.

2. Inviscid fluid.

3. Negligible effect from root vortex.

4. Negligible effect from shed vorticity at small advance

ratios (/z< 0. 10).

5. Self-induced velocity determined by local vortex

curvature.

6. Blade bound vortex constant along span.

7. Constant initial vortex core diameter.

8. Vortex core diameter estimated from wing theory.

It is believed that the theory developed is applicable to a variety

of problems that arise from the interaction of propeller (rotor) flow fields

with other aerodynamic surfaces. It should be recognized, however, that

only the zeroth-order effect -- the velocity field in the absence of aero-

dynamic surfaces -- has been obtained. Questions related to the inter-

action of, say, a wing surface or a tail rotor blade with a free vortex

have not been investigated.
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The~a~L~ ~c:'su~ts ineicat"tt, ;i. ;-)w duv.ince ratido-, the

ground effect forces the wake to tzanslatc --b~amn. %* ontoquently, wind-

tunnel measurements of forces and moments acting on rotors (and fuselages,

stabilizing surfaces and tail rotors) may not be representative of out-of-

ground-effect behavior.
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RECOMMENDA TIONS

1. Direct measurement of time-dependent flow quantities in and near

the wake of a propeller (rotor) in ground effect is recommended.

In particular, velocities in the flow field and wind-tunnel wall

(or ground) pressure distributions would be desirable. Comparison

of these measurements with the theoretical results would furnish

a measure of the validity of the theory.

2. Vorticity diffusion and dissipation effects should be incorporated

in the theory.

3. An effort should be made to investigate the effects of shed vorticity

components and the inboard trailing vorticity components.

4. The utility of the theory for engineering purposes should be

established. In particular, measurements of the time-dependent

pressure distribution on a wing or fuselage in a rotor wake

(compound configuration) could be compared with estimates

based on the calculated rotor flow field.
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-120 ......--- 1 ____0 90 1/80 270 3 60 .17 I . ,
0 90 16P 270 L ----- ,0egree 06360 0 90 180 270 360degrees 

res W, degrees

Figure 20d NONDIMENSIONAL VELOCITIES AT FIXED FIELD POINTS NEARTHE TIP PATH PLANE VS REFERENCE BLADE POSITIONS, .CONDITIONS:, 0. 10, A 0.00203,07 = 2.50;
O.p"o . -0.10, ., VARIABLE.
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LINE OF LOCATION

120-
1. 00 -4~ 1. 10

60- 1.0

vx 0. V.qo v

-60-

CODTON:u0.0 .00,X 2.5 95

0.00. o .0 0'V R A L . 8
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LINE OF LOCATION --
OF FIXED POINTS

60 '1 0.85 :5 Z -. 0.95

-60_

-120 t I ,__________________

0.8 0.6
60- s 0. 2 <:;5 0.8 2 O.4,

60.2

0. 0.2/04

-60 q 0.-

-1201 .J ___ J 1 0. 1 8 1 I

60' -0.6 . z 0 -0.6

v~0. ....

-60- 3.=. 0

-120__ ______ ,jE I- I _______ ____I_

60"1
60- -1.00 .X:E -0.65

o] Vqo. v

-60 . .

- 1 20 1 I I J i I I
0 90 180 27C 360 0 90 180 270 360 0 90 180 270 360

degrees , degrees II, degrees

Figure 20f NONDIMENSIONAL VELOCITIES AT FIXED FIELD POINTS NEAR
FUSELAGE LOCATION VS REFERENCE BLADE POSITION,OI.
CONDITIONS:, 0.10, , = 0.00203, ar = 2.50;

0.00, -0.25, % VARIABLE.
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LINES OF LOCATION

I10 y 0.15

-60' -

-1201 -___________

120- -0.151 0. 6 :5 0.-9
60 :1

0.96 s o : 1.30

0 90 180 270 360 0 90 180 270 360 0 90 M8 27C 360

'p , degrees W,-' degrees qdegrees

Figure 20g NONDIHENSIONAL VELOCITIES AT FIXED FIELD POINTS NEAR STABILIZER
AND/OR TAIL ROTOR LOCATIONS VS REFERENCE BLADE POSITION, y'.
CO ND I T 10N S: , = 0. 10, -A = 0. 0020 3,X7~ = 2.5o;

= -0.25, x AND y1 VARIABLE.
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LINE OF LOCATION
OF FIXED POINTS

120
-0. 2 _;0. 4

60

v 0 Vo V o

1201

I-0.59 -- x -- -0.
60.3

-60] . 2.

-1 0 I IV Tt I ;t I

120 1 3

120-& - 1. 5 _5,x'< -0.95

60-
V, o{ 1 v .

-60-t="=

-120.___________ I p ____... ________
0 90 180 270 360 0 90 180 270 360 0 90 180 270 360

jp degrees V, degrees q', degrees

Figure 20h NONDIENSIONAL VELOCITIES ALONG GROUND.
CONDITIONS:/V = 0.10, k = 0.00203, Xr = 2.50;

= 0.00, = ,GROUND, X VARIABLE.
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LINE OF LOCATIONOF FIXED POINTS

120-

1.8 _z,1 2.2
60

vX 0o v,, vi..

-60 . ,

-120 I I

120- 1. 0 , 1. 6 .

60

vz 0 V,. Vio

-60 . .

-120 , -_______________ _ _ I J

120- 0.60 Z < 0.95 ]
60 _-

-60 2 3]

-120 I I I I I I I I0 90 180 270 360 0 90 180 270 360 0 90 180 270 360

ep, degrees 9v, degrees 41, degrees

Figure 20i NONDIMENS'ONAL VELOCITIES ALONG GROUND.
CONDITIONS: # = 0.10, 2 0.00203, aT = 2.50;

= 0.00, GROUND, Z VARIABLE.
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APPENDIX

OPERATIONAL INFORMATION FOR THE COMPUTING PROGRAM

This program is written in FORTRAN IV, with the exception of subroutine

CLEAR, which is written in MAP. This routine is used to initialize storages

to be zero.
INPUTS

CARD 1 NB: Number of blades, ,V

NRW: Number of revolutions of wake per blade, A/

NA: Number of azimuth stations, NA

NPNCH: Punch option. If zero, no cards are

punched at the end of a run. If not zero,

all wake point coordinates and core sizes

at the final azimuth position are punched

on cards.

NOPT: If zero, the initial wake configuration is

computed. If not zero, initial wake

configuration is read in.

NTAPE: If not zero, wake point coordinates and

velocities are saved on utility Tape 4.

NPRINT: if NPRINT = 1, coordinates and velocities

for each wake point are printed; if

NPRINT = 2, those for every other point

are printed; if 3, every third; etc.

LNCT Number of lines desired per page of output.

NFPT: (Not used in the study reported here)

NXPT: Number of points off the wake for which

velocities are to be calculated.

NPINT: Output is produced at intervals of NPINT

steps; i.e., if NPINT = 1, the data for

each azimuth position is printed.
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CARD 2 PSIO: Initial position of Blade i, , degrees.

REV: Number of revolutions of rotor for which

calculations are to be performed, ApRv

XLAM: A

XMU: P-

ALPHAT: crr (degrees)

RB: R/C = ratio of blade radius to blade chord.

H: H/R

CARD 3, 4 GAMB: Normalized strengths of Blade I NA of them.

Al: Core sizes at Blade I; (NA of them).

A: Initial core sizes; (NRW)(NA)(NB) of them.

Coordinates of points off the wake at which velocities are to be computed

NXPT points in all (up to three sets of coordinates per card):

XIPT YIPT ZIPT

Initial Wake Configuration - Read in only if NOPT is not zero.

X: (NRW)(NB)(NA) of them.

Y: (NRW)(NB)(NA) of them.

Z: (NRW)(NB)(NA) of them.

A listing of the program is given on the pages which follow.

Estimated as r, (P) = 1 -2 sin V in the absence of data.
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SI'3Fr ,ZHwvc. I Sr,'Rrf
14 FLi rnp TF WAV(F Vn ?T!IC ITY W TTH I;Rnll.%ir) FFFFrTS - 4ATN Pfl(R&4M

Y-) (Ay -XV4 7 S-,TC',~)l I , SF , S-[ , q; , -1 t1- S vSF1 , SFG2 ,

7 1 '!rr f, Y I 11T I c YT PT( 1 1) ,71PT(1') ,VX( I""') PVY( I ("
V7 ( I ), XCTr\(-!. P 1, 14,WCF AP ,SAI CAT2 , A2T',CAIT, TCAT

I r A~ L 1. r , L' r A' . ?

PF A;) 13 3 'A A n (I), w N, I" P T___ I TA 1 D T T NCf -AJF PT 0 -' 6 4

r~ nt. I rv !r JK VNW t, I I -1 Xj

I F I = ,)

\1 A 1)

fl"S I

C q T r Al. 4( .A T *0AN)

,AT? f- r' T:'

THCA T r * ~ A~ [jT

vn A~ S1'' I's___TI_______Y1_A___+__Y__1__k__

X A- - ; T C.

C? = ( X"P'AT+Y[~
r2 = Y*'1' "I 4-S' T( I1 + TY / Y

x C 1. 1 /"Yl V4
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Tv-01 T Y~.( T kil(rTAP#?.2))
F P T :%p ) -T 'A P 4. I r* + T 14 I1 ) P s _______ f____

?1AI .1~XP. =. 1 9;' q .1

Q F A f)~ I (% ' I " 11) VT Y (11) T * 7 1 V T I I1 I .NI XP T
D S I P = P C,+*JA." C v~

C A~l. 1 DOJIJT
Mr T =

PT J
PST' = P051l- A.

TFnPl~T.r').-) C~ri TO' -

2 R I:A"I I A ( ( X( I ,J ),T = .I L. J_ Ij ~') _________________________

R rA() IC y~ v I ,J =, TI I~ J J= I ,NJ;)
RF~r AP '' I I '( T.J 11 ,J=l"111)
r.0 TOI 7

F X :-) A T I.~

4 r)f n ; j=J,.J)

SpS' = "I I!('IlrJ)
1) 'Z f .I S( ) C'T" J )

T 'T J = A T Vi S 1 1z i'-.1 r oT __; _____r

j rI t:( '~.~A T*C-r"S( YT -rHT'KIl) +X Ix ' S+X J*C,\T

5 C f11\1T '.I qj

f) CONIT Tqr

IF -,.p,; r.'I , .A) I

nn~

IOSLI II

~AM4 J (,.I + %%I) I ~r PSI))/*(

,3 C CIN T I 'I I

WI ( 4 A D~ 1% VV I' JT

W P~ I) 1f (2 I OT vI , 7 1 I

)f 1)" 12 '!' , I
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SEG(IJ) = SQRT((X(1,J)-X(I4.1JI**24iY(TJ)-YfrI+1,Jfl**2+(7,Il)-
Z(141,J))**2)

11 CONTINUE
12 CONTINUE_____
13 DO 29 I=1,NW

00 28 J=1,NRI
xxx = XfTJ)
YYY = Y(IJ)
ZZZ =Z( 19J)
U(IJ) = 0.0
V(IJ)= .
W(IIJ) = 1).0

130 DO 135 LL=l,NB
XXBR = X(1,LL)*CA2T-7(1,LL)*SA?T-THiSAT
YYBP = Y(1,LL)
ZTBP = -(Z(1,LL)*CA'T+X(I LL)*SA2T+THCAT)
XXBR'l = X-(2,LLJ*CATi-7(?,LL)*SA?fT-HSAT
YYB'R1 = V(2,LL)
ZIARRI = -(lp.,"L)*c -*x2;Lj'sA------A
SGBRI = SQRT( (XXX-XXi.R)**?+(YYY-YYRR)**?4iU?7-7BiP)*.*?)

131 On 134 IQP=19NW
SGBR?_= ST(X-X___*+(Y-YRI*?(7-7QI*?

SEGSO = SFrG(IRR,LL)**? T--
HMI = SGBPI**?tSGRQ2**2
rF(HML).TSr-0) GO TO 13?2

IF (H'2.GT.A(TQP,LL)**2)GO rTO ii?
GGG= -GAMA(IPP,tLL)/SFrG(lT'0'LL)- -

133 XN1II (Y Y YR=* 77 7L~ )(77 7P I* Yyl*-YII

V( I J) V(I ,J )XNlj,2.rC
W ( I ,J vi T .I) +,<N!1 i l (cx ,

x ri = yq
YYP= YY901

77R~II = 77flRI
X XP,7 I r I P'J.+? 2 I ).'(;A?T-7 ( I~rZ+"),I.I ) SA2T-THA4T
yYYRR*I = y 1) )+ ;), LI
7lPAI1 = (7 ( 1,. +?,t I )*r,, )T.X( T'u.-",t L )*cA')T+Tl1(>AT) ___

134 CO rlMT I N

14 Do 2 5 L=JI I~.

rsr =I
IND = Nt.'

1T7L(_=__I__ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

IF (L.Nr-.J) Cfl Tf) 16,
(NO) 1 -2
I Fl G 7
IF (INO.G;T.'i GO Tn 16
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15 1ST = 1+1
IND = NW
'FLG I

-- IF (IST.GT.NW) GO TO 18 --

16 SIG2 = SQT(X-(S,)*2(Y-(Y~L)*+777T~L-*2
DO 17 JR=ISTINP---.
SIGI =SIG2 .-

SIG2 = SQT(X-(I+, 42(YYYI+,))**?+1,7i7-7(IR+1,L))_
1 **2)

-- SEGSQ =SFGIR,L±**? -_-

HML = I**+T2?
TF(HM1.GT.SFGSQ')GOTO 160 _____

HM2 = .25*(ttSlGl+S1C?)2*.? , § GSQ* SFGST SI lSTC?*12 ) ISE GS Q
TF(HM?.CGT.A(IR,L)**?)6O TO 160______
GGG = GAMA(TR,L)/SFrG(IP,L)
GO TO 161 __

160 G GG 6 GAM A (IR,L f i T 'f1-f+SIG-62/S i G 1* ST G2-T -S - --,l+ SG)2 2 -SF G SQ
161 XNUJ (YYY-Y(_R+1,L))*(Z(1R,L)-Z(PR+.1,Lfl-(Z-Z(!IR+k,Lfl*

1I (Y(TR,L)-Y(IQ+1,LI)
XNU2 =(7Z7-7(TH+1,L) )*((ITR,L)-X(IR+l,L))-(XX-X(TR+1,1U))

1 ( 7( I , L )- 7( ITP +Iv1.))
XNU3 =(XXX-X(TP+1ld))*(V(IR,L)-Y(1R4-1,L))-(YYV-V(IP*1,L))*

1 (X(IR,L)-X(18+1,tfl
U(IJ) = IJ(i,J)+XNI*GrG
V(T,J) = v(T,Ji) +XNU2*GGG,- ---- -"-,---
W(l,J) =W( I, J) +XNIJ3*Gr ______________________

17 CONTINUE
GO TO (1FA,15bIFLG___

18 IF (L.NE.J) GO TO 29
IRI = 1-1
IF ( .F0. I) FOY =--l-
XMX =(Y(IRl,1 )-Y( TRP1,-))(7(R+lt-7(T4+2,L))-(YU[RlI,L)-

X MY 7 7( TR1 L )-7 ( Tfl+l , I ) X(R1'+,)-X(I+,l)(IRlL-
1 7( IRI+?,L))*(Y(TR 1,L)-X(TR1+l,L))

XM7 =(Y(IRfI,L)-X( Il+1 ) )*(Y(IRl+1 ,L)-Y( Tc+' 2+?,L ))-(X( -IRI+1 ,L)7-
YTI "-- TT*+7,L))*( IR I ,L.) -I+, -- )) ---

ST(,4 =F(RI1t
516G3 = EU ,L
SIG9 = S(JT((X(TPI+,H:-XUR1,L))**?+{Y(IEZl+?,L)Y(TR1,Lfl**24

IE SGi-SG4)SG)(i~S~+I')(I4-15SG)(I3_

IF (OEN P.,%r .) GO TO 2r)
IF(OFN.LT.O.O)WRITF(6,1lCO2)1,J,SI'13,SIG4,Sl165

1002 FORMAT(?X43HOFNOMTNATOnR NF(;ATIVE Fnq R COmOU)TATION I =13,3X3HJ
I 13,lX6HS163 =P16.8,lV6HST34 =F16.At,3X6'1S165 =P16.8
RR = S1673*S1G4*SIGq/SQRT(ARS(DENl))________
SOI I SORT ((2. O*RR-S T'Gl)*( O*RR+S1 G3))
IF (STGA**?.LF.SIG,4**2+SIG9**2) GO TO 19
SF = (2.0*RR+SQII)/SGl
GO TO 20 ___________________

19 SF = (2.0*RR-SQII)/STG3
I F (SF.Q0 SF = 1.0'E-2A)
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20 SO IT . T
IF (SG ... SG. (') Ir 1___ ___

I'.fl Tn 2)

n-____ (r, A( 1 ,J): S'~ *i*F/ J)+ *5) + J I J*AL "G 9~)
I,(/ A rj,91;))/4if+s(x*+w1*z 47**2)j

(-M Til 24

~?4 M (I ,J U I i I v Y, IfY
VC IJ j V' I ,j + y -4y-Wt-kC _____________________

75 (P'%JTIJfJ

7711v -TIICAT__________________ ______

2S Ofn 2~ I 1 =I~
I P; I N~PS + ("Ate ( .- I )/i.Q\JA4 ,?I )

XXPQ I Y( 1,1 CA2T-TkiS4T

710Q] -x(1,1)*St.?r-TH-CAT

Y'4I1., (77 'I-Yvy)*(17 RL1-77Q) 7 7 77 P -(Y~ I- y

Vi ( ., I J )-.rfl 1 rX'I!I 1

IF( I .F'. I AN .. r(.JC TO 2Q(-
L)SIPi( IF1A T( L PS- I ID~

roS o q, S'(PIk __ q,_ __ _ __ _ __ _

Q 'mj4) (Y,<y-r i iS pS 1 42+ yY- SI NPS)*2 4777**?

IF ~ "Tn ?56
LRMH T =A

HH =cf~wT(I.))
YH1T xy:(r c,,SI.+SJ,'iSI p~**/(H*Ft))-y~SNS*ISS*I

(L 4I~W~~ Q P

ZHT = 7771(11111r") ___ ____

XqI)1 _V11T*:7 ( ,f)+7-IT*Y( I,L)
y N1 2 -7.4T*,V( I ,L *I 1T*7( I,1L

'YNIJ3 =-YIIT'v( I ,L) 4 yLJT.1, ,

SG? =c SCP T( XHT- Y II 1) I? +Y IT -Y 11 )*+(H 7-T - 7 1 1 )*2)
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2RXNIJ 177YY '( 1 l1*(1 ) ________-7_(1

X N' U! -XXY*Y( 1,I t~yyy'X( 1 L I

259- GGG =.kl UAt(P)*( q +If?)/SI*ST')2* (S! CSIP?)**?-1..'))

V( I I = V(C I ,J +) g'j11 C,';rG

GfI Tf) 27

27 crNlT I\IIJ
U(I J) IfIIJ+ yMr .

28 CnNrrIJ'IF
279 CONT !FAUF ______

31) 1 F I NC T .N F.fP Tf1
IF(NX(PT.Nr .'")CALL VLCTY __

CAL [OUTPIIT
11 lNCrT =_"IrT+1 ___________________

WO TM~ 4 Pr 1 ,11 YII.~A -'. f-LPFPA,NPJ oN ,w
WIZ1Tz4) Y( T J) ,C T ,J) ,ZC IJ) UC I,j) ,VC T,.JI ,W T,J) ,C,.'A( ,J),

1. 9,J) I I1NhW I J=1, I "

k1 p = e n D'+.I

TP (P s.rGT'.11,) -11-PS I

I N, T p.I r. F' cT I I/P
C( N; t r 4 1).) T' 1 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

PIJNrH 1 I

I T!4 Fr- c'M AT ( 7 4 77 1 1 I')TI . v V'lf T -lN HARVF-Y
1SFLT In

p(It) C14 1t~ 1 , CI A I ,j I 1,W .Jl,'3

U I " ", C y IJ1,I=I,~* J=~ I \J.-

pUN4(-I I r ' A ,i 7( 1 J 1,= I I ,J= ,N'
r.'1 T' 1l

32 0 (1 1 c;JIV=I
TX1A = Y((1,J)

TY] = Y(I )

T7 I = 7 11,1J)
XT,J) = 7' * .,IAMh(-,I~

T71 7 1 T7NLV.C - JjS
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IF()(( I,J) )AI+~ I( 1 #.1*(A Al +11.('T A4( 1 ,I.1 GF Tl ~3

?(9TJ) -([]-A(1 I,.I) )",CAT+( X( I ,J) *CA'-7( lj)*SAT)*SAr)

X.1 PI P'A Ti J-I ) CT Ph~n

x ( lI ) : P 4
Vi CON 1 IIIF

JPSl j P
IF(i.rr:."') JoS NA

T;AI = A4AJ)
36 ! DO7A =!,I

GA I ('.,' A( I ,. __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

JAMA ( I ,J) A
SFO? = SF,;!l
FG 1 = Src7fI j I

PFG (T I = "~P( T(y I ,J)X T+1.f I ~*+( _yI)- IJ) )**2*(7( T,J)-

TA2 = -4i_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

TAT = A(I,.j)
A ( I,.j = T A '*(lTS;?rF .I j)

37 r ON T IMJP

A M H, J ) = A l4 M ( f l ) :AI DD S ) / ' .

C'l Tf l-1)F
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S!RFTC 7inT lt!cT,PFF
C HFL I C ITc 0I A, 1 VnL10T C ITy -41TH GiROUND Frr-rCTS - SljBRnUTrNF fDflLJT

4 S A T , T,r I, r,SI , TPI, X I, T ,T? ,XJ ,NP, J ), IPS, I S IXXX , YYY

7 I\urT , YTPT ( P")YTPT(r1") , if T( Ilm) IVY( I") IV(1 ),I
V I( Ii'>) ,YiPT ,,nPAr rnprl T T ,C TCAT HA

1 ) Fr)P -ATrCC )T- 'W7 V-11THTI lY z)QllIC MV //49X31IH'U,)ME.F
ilOF ILAP)FC =111 /45X3 I i-ItAJflf; 'IF 'IF/tl IT! O~rN (F WAKF-

? r11 /49Yz i PgIMPi-r% 'IF A7. !,1. JT*-4 STAT I 1 ~ l
3 /4r-X,?l'ED'; C!TTI)

I .i I *, piq-)r (.LCF ~ /4 HP Ir ( AL- -Fl I I~
4 P11 rlrCrPF V- /i S ;) IHI %-dA-Qf A y. I VAN11

~f:)Xc 14,X'l'C)HAT =F II . I, li OFGP Fr F

7* 4y )111-4 n II3)

WDITr(!.,l i"l) __

Iry I rFIl'-*AT( // k'wr4)SjI 1x?2H lZrRF~ ;T~ ""1 P1 APPI 1 ,4<?,1HcnfPF SEAT

3 nnl 4 1I,1
Wv I T Tr (, I- I(' )P (' Al AI I4(T

F (I? FfP A'Tlr " F . r, ,F

~F~ T 1,1
NJ N)
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STRFTC ?7OUTP I TST,-ZrF
C HF1-TCOI-Tf--- W~e vnYrIrITY WITH GRflND EFFFCrS -S1JBRf(IJTT-NE FlrtD'Jr

SIJRPfllIJT jc OU'HTPUJT

(IYJ G A ?' 5 34) , ;( 34 5), Z348 9) ,( 10-~ j9 , ( A4,( 3t'4 P I' 5)n

4 SAT,rAT,CI ,C2,f)S,TPT X~T,2YJN J3SIS PjXXYY
5 7 77, 1 W I NO,TIFLG,,cS! f I, c,1;2 tS I G-2 , -FN , 0111 , XIMI!J, XNi3$ I,,

6 ].-F 5) G ~ ,. -, F; F ?

7 i'4,LIrrTIXTPT~l')"),YJPT(1(fl ,7TPT(]'))) ,VX(l1)-lVY(jr101),
I ~V7( 11-),.NXPTA,,rArTP,P,5H,iRAP,SAT?,CAT?,s4\2T,CA2-,THCAT

9 ,T'.JAT

1)PST/QAn
[. 01i' J=1 %IR]

T r( I L I JP IT j: ,('N A NW ,X L AM, XMI I ,AL D HA ropi), ~l; I T
1,0 1rn fn1RVMTC I'll44X1AH14Lj rrnr'rTC: WAK VOQT1C-TTY lsr TIRJTbnq //13Y

1 J1 1 P9n) r P L A)FIZ T?,?3X75HN0. OF A71411TH4 SrATIONS = 13,

2?X IH 1 'IF I~rV. OF WAKF = 12 /qXAHILAMrA =P1?.,15X41494~
3j .1 12XCH 01A T F7.3,5LA r)r-F,. 11 (lII1'M)-IT 1), =S F7.3,

4 c 1 -:r . / /9,5 XlilI P q r R.IAir; V G F F
3 *.w0 Trr A ,lIAn?) j

lT)n2 FOQV~AT( /S'iqx1?H!A4~I')r j'W.'lrr 1 /1
4 w IrTII 16, I I , CT X( I tA ) ,YC( I , J) , 7(T ,J ) ( I ,J ,V( I ,I ~CI )

I GA MACI,J),A(T ,J),I=1,NJWINPPINr)
IO' I FOWM A T 4v S T AT . I X14 Y ,4 yIY, 14 X H 7, 4 XL V), 3yIVY ,13 X?-IV 7

I I;X,.II'STRF'GT', 6XqHCIWfrOP T7 r' I fCRF 19. 97F 19.9)
I L If I= ITN~ +- N W 1I/MA X r (1P N T , I+
I LNI.G.I. N CT) --- [_ I N F

9 C 1 tOT JAN 1)
TPCNXT.F~j.-) 7111 TO 1,

WR1T'-(t,, 1-'4)C -I I )YTPT( T ) ZT'PT( I) ,VX( I 1 T) , V I) ,i 7 I 1 'II XPT-)
I(-'14 Frlp4A T( t~.<.4 Vr L((I( T TI F r A T F§Ti-F R 0" 1TNT f/I O~X I X, 14 X 1,1v~ IIfX IH 7,

1 14sY(?-IVX , 1 X ?IVY,I3)(7-1V/1 2~6 . 5, 9 F 19). 9 I
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